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00:00

Opener Porsche Carrera Cup

00:18

The season finale at the Sachsenring! The title is at stake!
Ammermüller or Andlauer: Old hand or youngster! Decision day in
the Porsche Carrera Cup Germany.

ATMO
00:35

Julien Andlauer is usually upbeat, which is hardly surprising in the
light of the overall standings. Lechner Racing’s French driver is
27.5 points clear of his closest rival ahead of the final race
weekend at the Sachsenring. He has the best chances of winning
the title – many things have gone according to plan.

00:54

SOT Julien Andlauer EN

01:03

And that’s what Porsche demand of the junior driver. He has their
support but he must also perform.

01:15

SOT Julien Andlauer EN

01:21

He was far from doing that at the beginning of the season, when
Huber Racing were dominant. Larry Ten Voorde won the first three
races, Andlauer taking only 43.5 points until then.

01:33

SOT Julien Andlauer EN

01:46

Spielberg, Lechner’s home race. Lechner had to gain momentum.
He battled it out with Larry Ten Voorde in the first race.

02:01

SOT Julien Andlauer EN

02:24

He got a grip. Ten Voorde’s attack at the Norisring was too wild:
another 25 points for Andlauer. Ten Voorde finished second in the
second race, as the tide slowly turned. After a stop at Zandvoort,
the Carrera Cup visited the Nürburgring, and Andlauer reigned
supreme in the Eifel!

02:42

SOT Julien Andlauer EN

02:46

Two races, two victories despite adverse conditions: the foundation
for a successful last third of the season. The duel with his teammate began at Hockenheim. Michael Ammermüller became his
closest rival. Andlauer took 45 points and retained the overall lead.

03:07

SOT Julien Andlauer EN
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03:20

The Sachsenring – called the little Nordschleife. It’s also the venue
for the showdown in the amateur classification. Stefan Rehkopf
tries to make the most of his last chance.

03:34

Carlos Rivas from Luxembourg is 1.5 points clear, amateur coach
Christian Menzel giving him some last advice. Menzel won the
Carrera Cup in 2005 and knows what has to be done:

03:48
2005

SOT Christian Menzel (DE), Porsche Carrera Cup champion

04:08

The amateur drivers usually race at the back of the field, so they
must be highly alert. The relationships between the gentlemen
drivers are amicable.

04:25

Carlos Rivas introduces the track:

04:29

Track Description Carlos Rivas ENG

06:13

Changeable conditions in qualifying, Andlauer in particular
struggles

06:19
camera

SOT Julien Andlauer (ENG), BWT Lechner Racing, begins OFF

06:32

SOT Michael Ammermüller (DE), BWT Lechner Racing,
begins OFF camera
Most drivers used three sets of tyres. We saved one so I still have a
new set. That’ll surely help in the race. Will it help regarding the
title? Well, it’ll be tough. If Andlauer retains his position it won’t be
enough.

06:49

Andlauer will be starting from P3 in both races. His rival
Ammermüller scored one pole and one second position, as did Larry
ten Voorde.

06:58

SOT Larry ten Voorde (DE), Overdrive Racing by Huber
Pole today, P2 tomorrow: a good position for the Sachsenring, it’s
difficult to overtake here. I’m looking forward to it.

It’s full-on attack mode now. I told him to only care about Stefan
and by no means fight with the others. It would be a shame if he
had contact with a regular driver and failed to take points or scored
a bad result.
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07:07

Grid Race 1 on Saturday penultimate race of the Porsche Carrera Cup
Deutschland. At the end again Leon Köhler qualified in the top 5, but the
car had the wrong weight plates

07:23

Ten Voorde on Pole fort he fifth time this season. Ammermüller on P2,
Andlauer starting from 3. Pereira on 4 three Lechner driver in the top 4

18:13

Start of the race, Ammermüller with a rocket start, overtakes Larry ten
Voorde for P1. Better position on the inside line. Andlauer with a good
start, out of trouble P4

08:27

Onboard Pereira, Evans and Walilko behind him, Andlauer as well

08:36

Onboard Walilko, Zimmermann coming close

08:47

Racetrack 3.67 Km lang. Nice track a lot of fun for the drivers, but not
easy to drive

08:52

Kaibach in the gravel

08:55

Onboard Kaibach

09:00

Onboard Kolkmann, gets in the gravel as well, Schöll follows

09:19

Arkin Aka, cannot continue, Safety Car has to come out

09:24

Onboard Rivas he loses control gets into the gravel what happened?

09:37

SOT Carlos Rivas (DE), Black Falcon Team Textar
I wanted to take the right turn and was dazzled by the sun, so I
didn’t see it immediately. When I did it was almost too late. I
swerved so I didn’t crash into the driver in front of me, it was
pretty tight.

09:57

Safety Car leading the field, Ammermüller ten Voorde, Pereira, Andlauer
Evans

10:05

Onboard Köhler taking a look at the Aka situation

10:10

Replay start
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10:25

Safety Car is back in the pitlane, drivers prepare for restart

10:36

Ammermüller in the lead, nothing really happens

10:50

Onboard Leon Köhler fighting back, overtaking compatriot Schöll

10:59

Kaibach vs amateur driver Donchev from Bulgaria

11:13

Onboard Köhler behind Rehkopf, again gaining one position

11:23

Ammermüller in the lead, Pereira coming closer, attacks ten Voorde. The
beginning of a nice fight between the two drivers

11:53

Onboard Rivas behind Rehkopf. The amateur opponents fighting with
each other

12:05

Rivas is faster but cannot overtake initially. Finally he overtakes Rehkopf
easily. Rivas took some time during the week testing here at Sachsenring

12:20

Ammermüller in the lead, Pereira close to ten Voorde. The Dutch with a
mistake gives Pereira the chance to overtake… Ten Voorde somehow
manages to stay in front. Nice fair fight between them

12:50

Last turn, Ammermüller wins. Ten Voorde, Pereira following. Andlauer
on 4!

13:05

Lechner Senior and team happy about the result

13:08

Onboard Rivas. He finishes on P21 best amateur increases the gap
between him and Rehkopf

13:17

SOT Stefan Rehkopf (DE), Huber Racing
I think the track suits Carlos considerably better than it suits me.
He’s been incredibly strong here over the last few years, and he
managed this year too.

13:29

Michael Ammermüller comes up trumps, doing everything he can,
and everything’s still possible.

13:35

SOT Michael Ammermüller (DE)
Andlauer dropped a position, so I made up quite some ground. If it
goes like that tomorrow, it would be nice if I won. It would be very
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tight then, but it wouldn’t be enough for the title. But a lot can
happen, let’s see how it goes tomorrow.

13:53

Podium, Ammermüller wins for the fifth time this season.

14:13

The showdown in the fight for the title. Ammermüller against
Andlauer. They’re separated by 15.5 points. The final battle is on!

ATMO

14:34

Race two on Sunday. The final race of the Porsche Carrera Cup
Deutschland. Who will be champion?

14:44

Rehkopf fighting for the amateur crown, but Rivas is in the better
position. Starting from P21, Rehkopf from P23

15:02

Ammermüller on Pole, ten Voorde next to him on P2. Andlauer again on
3. When things stay as they are, Andlauer will be champion. He has to
finish at least in forth position to be champion

15:21

Start race two. This time ten Voorde takes advantage of his position,
overtakes Ammermüller. Andlauer next to Walilko

15:40

Onboard Rehkopf Wagner in the gravel. Rivas still in front of Rehkopf

14:45

Ten Voorde in front followed by Ammermüller, Walilko attacks Andlauer
for P3

15:51

Start replay. Ten Voorde passes Ammermüller easily

16:04

Ammermüller in 2nd, Andlauer in 4th means Andlauer is champion. Evans
is behind Andlauer

16:11

Onboard Köhler who had to start from the end of the grid again, he
overtakes Barr and Rehkopf. Barr also overtakes Rehkopf who does not
take the risk

16:28

Ten Voorde in the lead, Walilko attacking Ammermüller

16:36

Onboard Rivas, Schöll overtakes him. Rivas also very cautious today, stays
out of trouble
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17:00

Ten Voorde still leading, Ammermüller has to win to have the chance but
ten Voorde defends his position

17:13

Onboard Rivas. It is his third season in the amateur class. Looks good for
him. In front of him Wagner Aka and Schöll make contact and get into
the gravel. Aka and Schöll can come back Wagner’s race is over

17:33

Andlauer also in the gravel!! What has happened? He gets back on the
track behind Jaap van Lagen on 9th position. Is this the end of his dreams?
And how did this happen?

17:45

Safety Car is deployed because of Richard Wagner

17:50

Replay Andlauer – out of nothing he loses control, manages to come back
with a lot of luck!

17:59

Same situation from the driver’s point of view

18:11

Lechner sr. at the pit wall stand

18:18

Wagner situation once again. Classical chain reaction. Wagner walking
through the gravel, saving the front lips

18:35

Onboard Andlauer, Hard times for the French, there is no radio in the
Carrera Cup.

18:44

Last turns before ten Voorde is allowed to push again. Ammermüller
behind him. Constellation now: Andlauer 9th, Ammermüller 2nd –
Andlauer still champion with 2.5 points – extremely exciting race

19:01

Restart, Lechner sr tells Andlauer to push

19:15

Onboard Skoog vs Rookiechampion Evans, they make contact

19:26

ten Voorde still in front, Ammermüller coming closer. Andlauer 9th

19:35

Onboard Köhler, fighting with Simmenauer, Köhler stays in front

19:57

Back to the front, Andlauer trying gain one position, van Lagen defends
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20:20

Van Lagen with a braking mistake, but still manages to stay in front of
Andlauer

20:34

Onboard Rehkopf, Schöll overtakes

20:43

Pereira vs Skoog. Skoog in front, nice fight between the two drivers.
Pereira wins, 6th in the end – 4th overall

21:03

Ammermüller close to ten Voorde, the gap is too big. One mistake from
ten Voorde can make the difference

21:24

Onboard Rivas, Henkefend with a braking mistake at the end of start
finish, Rivas stays cool, does not attack

21:35

Last lap, Ammermüller as close as he can get. Ten Voorde wins

22:03

Huber Racing happy

22:09

Andlauer is still 9th and champion! Lechner happy. Ammermüller not
really

22:30

SOT Michael Ammermüller (DE)
It’s a shame, I had a chance but unfortunately I couldn’t overtake.
We didn’t lose out on the title because of today, I’ve had so much
bad luck over the whole season. I could have taken more points in
the first few races. I would have easily won the title if it hadn’t
been for things beyond my control.

22:51

Andlauer arriving in Parc Ferme, relieved and happy, celebrating with the
team Ammermüller congratulates

23:24

SOT Julien Andlauer (EN)

23:56

Podium with Andlauer

24:05

SOT Walter Lechner Senior (DE), Lechner Racing
Both would have deserved it, and they couldn’t have made it any
more thrilling. A single overtaking manoeuvre would have changed
everything. I’m very proud of my team and my two drivers.

24:17

Podium, ten Voorde gets the trophy, Walilko celebrates his first podium
of the year. Two Huber drivers in the top 3
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24:37

Amateur classement. Rivas 1st, Rehkopf 2nd, Sczepansky 3rd Rivas is
champion!

24:49

SOT Carlos Rivas (DE) Black Falcon Team Textar
Yes, in my third attempt, third time lucky. I think we’ve deserved
it. We had some bad lock in the last few years, and it went better
this year.

24:59

That’s it – Porsche Carrera Cup Deutschland 2019 is in the books. Lechner
did it again, Andlauer happy, promising future

25:10

SOT Hurui Issak
Project manager Porsche Carrera Cup Germany
The Carrera Cup Germany is about creating champions, and we’ve
created a few strong champions, and some more are to follow. We
have a championship that’s only decided in the last race, that’s
hard to match, it shows the high level. We have a rookie champion,
he’ll definitely cause a stir in the next few years, and we have our
first Esports champion. We’ve created a number of strong, new
champions, I’m glad.
ATMO

25:42

Closer Porsche Carrera Cup

26:00

End

